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Abstract
This paper presents an efficient partial shape matching
method based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm. For two
contours of m and n points respectively, the complexity of
our method to find similar parts is only O(mn). In addition
to this improvement in efficiency, we also obtain
comparable accurate matching with fewer shape
descriptors. Also, in contrast to arbitrary distance
functions that are used by previous methods, we use a
probabilistic similarity measurement, p-value, to evaluate
the similarity of two shapes. Our experiments on several
public shape databases indicate that our method
outperforms state-of-the-art global and partial shape
matching algorithms in various scenarios.

1. Introduction
Shape matching is to find point correspondences between
the points of two shapes. It has applications in many
different areas, including object recognition, stereo
matching, and content based image retrieval. The shape of
an object can be represented either by a group of
independent points, by its contour, or by its skeleton. In
this paper, we use an object’s contour for shape matching,
which can usually be defined by a circular sequence of
feature points. Each feature point is described by its
coordinates and shape descriptors. The problem of
contour-based shape matching is
Sequence matching algorithms have been successfully
applied for contour matching [2]. In this approach, both
the matching shape and the template shape are represented
as a sequence of feature points. Most previous sequential
matching algorithms use global matching algorithms to
find the distance between two shapes [2]. In these, a
certain distance function, for instance, the edit-distance, is
defined between two whole sequences and an optimization
algorithm (e.g., dynamic programming), is designed to find
the distance. Global matching methods work well when
the shapes are globally similar and there is no large
occlusion, articulation and other shape variance.

However, when one shape or both shapes have
occlusions or large local shape deformations, i.e., when
two shapes are only similar in parts, global shape matching
algorithms are not likely to work well. In Figure 1, for
instance, if a global matching algorithm is used, the
occluded part of the hand on the right would be included in
the distance measure between two shapes, resulting in a
large bias.

Figure 1. This figure illustrates the paper’s main idea. Similar
shape parts (point 1 through point 15) are efficiently found by
using a local alignment algorithm and local shape descriptors
without exhaustive search; green points are matched point pairs
(labeled by number) while red points are unmatched points;
other black points are not in similar segments. The original
images are from Kimia’s dataset [4].

This paper presents an efficient method to find the
similar parts of two shapes and measure the similarity of
the shapes using only similar parts. Our main contribution
is to propose a local shape matching method based on the
Smith-Waterman algorithm [1] to efficiently find similar
parts of two shapes without requiring exhaustive search for
all possible parts. For two contours of m and n points
respectively, the complexity of our method to find similar
parts is only O(mn), compared with the exhaustive search
of O(2m+n). In addition, a large shape database can be
easily indexed for fast retrieval [7][8] using our shape
representation and similarity metrics.
Our experimental results show that our approach
outperforms existing global methods in several public
databases even when there is no occlusion, while our
method is insensitive to global shape transformations such
as translation, rotation, articulation, and scaling.

2. Shape Representation
2.1 Shape descriptors
Generally there are two kinds of shape descriptors: global
and local. A global shape descriptor at a feature point
takes into account the position of all other points relative
to this point, for instance, shape context [3][3], innerdistance shape context[2], and curvature scale space [18],
and discrete curve evolution [19] . In contrast to global
shape descriptors, a local shape descriptor of a feature
point depends only on its neighboring points and will not
change as long as its neighboring feature points do not
change. Local shape descriptors are robust to occlusions
and usually insensitive to global shape transformations,
such as rotation, articulation, or view changes. However,
they lack the information about the whole shape and are
generally more sensitive to local noises. Examples of local
shape descriptors are tangent vector [12], primitives
descriptors [14], the turning angle [16], and more can be
found in [13] [17].
2.2. Turning Angle and DAS
In this paper, we use Turning Angle and Distance across
the Shape feature as our shape descriptor. For each feature
point along the object contour (see Section 2.3 for how
these points are selected), shape descriptors are extracted.
All feature points are initially sorted in counter-clockwise
order. For a feature point p, its immediate predecessor q,
and its immediate successor r, qpr forms a turning angle
(or TA). The interior bisector of angle qpr intersects the
contour at point p'. The length of pp' is the distance across
the shape (or DAS) at point p. If the bisector intersects
with the shape multiple times, the distance to the closest
intersection is used.

Figure 2. DAS shares some intuitive with the shock graph feature
∧

(a) Turning Angle qpr and DAS | pp'| (b) shock graph [4]

The DAS descriptor shares some intuition with the
shock graph [4] and the distance transforms [6], but it is
more straightforward and efficient to compute. The TA
descriptor is translation, rotation, and scale-invariant. DAS
is also translation and rotation-invariant. After DAS is
normalized with respect to the shape’s size, DAS is scaleinvariant as well. TA and DAS are both sensitive to key
point location and local contour noises. By applying our
two heuristic rules for selecting feature points (see Section
2.3), we can reduce the variance of DAS and make
matching practical. DAS is not completely local because

sometimes it can be affected by contour points far away.
We use a linear combination of TA and DAS similarities,
while setting small weights for DAS when the distance
across the shape is large. This ensures that that our
similarity function is approximately local.
2.3. Feature point selection
Given an image, we use contour detection algorithms
[2][3] to find the objects’ contours. Our algorithm then
finds the object’s contour and represents it by the pixels on
the contour, in a clockwise order. The number of edge
pixels in a single image usually ranges from several
hundreds to thousands. Some previous shape matching
algorithms (e.g., [2][3]) use a smaller number of points
(100 or 200) that are uniformly sampled on all contour
pixels. Other matching methods use polygon
approximation methods to approximate the contour with
polygons [8][9]. Rather than uniform sampling, our
method selects points according to two heuristics. The first
is that high curvature points are more likely to be selected.
The second is that selected key points should be kept from
other selected points as far as possible. The distance
between two points is defined as the number of pixels on
the contour between these two points. By applying these
two heuristics, we somehow address the issue of noises
and robustness.

3. Efficient Partial Shape Matching
3.1 Global and local alignment
Picking points a1 and b1 from two contours respectively
as the starting points, two shape contours are represented
as:
A = [a1,a2, …,am]
B = [b1,b2, …,bn]
where ai and bj are feature points, and m, n are the numbers
of feature points. These feature points are described with
local feature descriptors.
One global distance that is frequently used is the edit
distance. The edit distance between two sequences A and
B is defined as the minimal number of standard operations
to transform sequence A to sequence B. Standard
operations might be different with respect to applications.
Three kinds of standard operation, however, are frequently
used to compare two strings: substitution(ai, bj), insert(ai)
and delete(bj). The edit-distance can be calculated using
Dynamic Programming and has been applied for shape
matching before [9][10][11][20]. Several algorithms use
domain-specific operations as standard operations in
calculating edit-distance, for example, deleting a node in a
Shock Graph [4].
The Smith-Waterman algorithm (or SW algorithm) was
proposed by Temple Smith and Michael Waterman for
identification of common molecular subsequences [1]. It is

a local alignment algorithm that matches two sequences
using dynamic programming. SW algorithm differs from
other matching algorithms in that it finds only similar
subsequences without exhaustive search. It has been
recently applied for some computer vision problems, such
as object classification [23] and activity recognition [24].
3.2. Efficient partial shape matching
A similarity function f(ai, bj) is defined on two feature
points, ai and bj. f(ai, bj) is positive if ai and bj are similar
and negative if ai and bj are dissimilar. Also, a gap
function d(ai)<0, d(bj)<0 is defined as the cost for deleting
or inserting a feature point.
In order to find the similar parts of two contours, we use
a matrix H to save all the matching costs. Preliminary
values of H have the interpretation that Hc,r is the
maximum similarity score of any two segments ending in
ac and br, respectively. These values are obtained using
dynamic programming [1]:
 H c −1,r −1 + f (ac , br ), f (ac , bc ) ∈ R

H c −1,r + d (ac ), d (ac ) < 0

(1)
H c ,r = max 
H c ,r −1 + d (br ), d (br ) < 0


0
The last line in (1) is important because in this way we
can make the only similar part visible in matrix H and
dissimilar parts are set to zeros. The pair of segments with
maximum similarity is found by first locating the
maximum element of H. The other matrix elements leading
to this maximum value are then sequentially determined
with a trace-back procedure ending with an element of H
equal to zero. The pair of segments with the next best
similarity is found by applying the trace-back procedure to
the second largest element of H not associated with the
first trace-back.
Figure 3 shows a small part of the matrix H and the
most similar pair of segments, which is also called a high
score segment pair (see Section 3.3). In Figure 3.b, points
q1-q11 match points p1-p10. In Figure 3.c, the circled entries
are the corresponding similarity measurement of matched
points. The correspondence of entries and points are
labeled by colors. Back tracking starts from the maximal
entry (blue circled number, 0.312), ends when the entry is
zero (the last non-zero entry is the circled purple number,
0.059). In Figure 3.b, points q8, q7 and p6 are insert or
deleted and don’t have matching points. All other points
are matched. In Figure 3.c, entries corresponding to
dissimilar point pairs are forced to be zero to make only
similar parts visible. The similar part we find is:

q1
p1

q2
p2

q3
p3

q4
p4

q5
p5

−
p6
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q7
−
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−
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Figure 3. An example of SW algorithm and High Scoring
Segment Pair (a) shows a complete hand shape and an occluded
hand shape;(b) shows that only similar parts are matched; (c)
shows a small part of matrix H related to parts in (b).

3.3. High scoring segment pairs
A high-scoring segment pair, or HSP, is a pair of
segments whose score cannot be improved by trimming or
extension, given a similarity function and a gap function
[7]. In Figure 1, green points and red points form the most
similar segment pair, which is also a high score segment
pair.
When matching two similar shapes, usually we can find
one or more HSPs. When two shapes are dissimilar, we
can still find HSPs from the similarity matrix, because
feature points or segments might be similar by chance.
The e-value and p-values are two measurements usually
used to evaluate the statistic significance of a HSP score
when no gap is allowed in matching.
The e-value of a score S is the expected number of HSP
with values at least S when matching two sequences
without gap. Intuitively, when the numbers of features
points of two shape increases, the number of HSPs will
increase too. If the score of each HSP is random, the max
score of HSPs will increase. The maximal value of a large
number of i.i.d. random variables tends to be an extreme
value distribution [22].
Therefore, e-value can be calculated by [7]:
(2)
E = K ⋅ m ⋅ n ⋅ e − λS
where K and λ are two constants, and m, n are the length of
two sequences. Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq.2,
we have

ln E = ln( K ⋅ m ⋅ n) − λS
(3)
So ln E is linear with respect to S .
In practice, we can use p-value to estimate the
significance of a HSP. p-value is the probability of a HSP
that results from random sequences. The number of HSP
with score S > St is given by the Poisson distribution [22],
that is, the probability of finding k HSPs with score S > St
is given by :
k

Et
k!
where Et = K ⋅ m ⋅ n ⋅ e − λSt is given by Eq. (2)
Hence, the probability of finding exactly zero HSP with
score S > St is given by
k
E
p(k ) |k =0 = e − Et ⋅ t |k = 0 = e − Et
k!
and so the probability of finding at least one HSP with S >
St is
p (k > 0) |= 1 − p (k ) |k = 0 = 1 − e − Et
We can set a certain confidence level, such as 5% or 10%
to judge if the HSP is a significant search or just two
segments that happens to match. When E is small, e-value
is close to p-value.
The above theory about e-value and p-value are valid
only for matching without gaps. However, many
experiments indicate that the theory applies to matching
with gaps as well [7].
Because getting K and λ requires collecting random
samples, and we have to select a confidence level to judge
if HSP is significant or not, and in our experiment, m and n
are similar, we can just use e-value of a HSP to compare it
with a pre-defined threshold t.
p ( k ) = e − Et ⋅

3.4. Dealing with a circular sequence
The algorithm mentioned above is in general for
matching two sequences. A contour, when represented by
feature points, is actually a circular sequence. When we
represent the contour using a sequence of feature points, a
certain feature point has to be selected as the starting
point. In this case, the enclosed contour is broken into an
open curve. To address this issue, we extend one of the
two matching shape by duplicating part of the sequence.
After retrieving HSPs in Section 3.3, duplicate entries
corresponding to same feature points of H matrix will be
set to zero at the same time. Please note that the method
of duplicating part of the sequence won’t work well when
the number of the extended shape’s feature points is much
smaller than the other shape because the extended part
might match part of the second shape and add similarity
score incorrectly. In our experiment, we use similar
number of feature points to represent the shapes.
3.5. Choosing the similarity function and gap function

We use a distance measure for two feature points as [2, 3].
| DAS (ai ) − DAS (b j ) |
c DAS ' (ai , b j ) =
DAS (ai )+ DAS (b j ) + ε
cTA ' ( ai , b j ) =

| TA( ai ) − TA(b j ) |
TA( ai ) + TA(b j ) + ε

where DAS (⋅) and TA(⋅) are the DAS and TA features of
the feature point respectively, and ε is a small constant to
make the denominators non-zero. Two similar functions
are defined as
f DAS (ai , b j ) = cDAS − cDAS ' (ai , b j )

fTA (ai , b j ) = cTA − cTA ' (ai , b j )
where c DAS and cTA are two positive constants. DAS
feature is not completely local (See section 2.2). To
generate a local similarity function, we weight these two
functions by w1 and w2, i.e.,
w1
w2
f ( ai , b j ) =
⋅ f DAS ( ai , b j ) +
⋅ f TA ( ai , b j )
w1 + w2
w1 + w2
In this paper, we use
w1 = 0.1+ | TA(ai ) | + | TA(b j ) |
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and w2 = min 1,
 min( DAS (ai ), DAS (b j )) 


The matching result largely depends on the similarity
functions. In order to make the similarity function
meaningful, the expected score for two random feature
points should be negative [1].
We can define the gap cost to be a const value d.
d ' (ai ) = d
In practice, in order to limit consecutive delete/insert
operations, we give a penalty to consecutive delete/insert
operations as:
d ( ai ) = d ⋅ (1 + a ) L
Where c, α is a constant and L is the number of
consecutive delete/insert operations. In computing the H
matrix, we use a supplementary matrix P to save the
operations and another matrix S to save the number of
consecutive delete/insert operations for each cell.

4. Experiments
4.1 Computational efficiency
First we test our algorithm’s efficiency, and compare it
with previous methods (Table 1). In [2][3], around 200
feature points are selected and used for matching. By
using our feature point selection method, we can achieve
slightly better accuracy with much fewer feature points.
For rotation-invariant shape matching, previous methods
have to use all possible points as a starting point. An
approximation was used in [2] to reduce the computational
cost where only one of every ns points is used as the

starting point. Because ns is a constant, the complexity of
[2]’s method is still O(m2n) where m, n are the number of
feature points of two contours respectively. To compare
the computational cost of previous methods with our
method, we run both algorithms for 100 times, and our
algorithm is 10 to 20 faster than previous methods,
depending on the value of ns.
Method
SC+DP[3]
IDSC+DP[2]
DAS + DP
DAS3 + DP
DAS + SW
DAS-TA + SW

# of
Point
200
200
around 170
around 170
around 170
around 170

# of
feat.
60
60
1
1
3
3

Complexity
O(m2n)
O(m2n)
O(m2n)
O(m2n)
O(mn)
O(mn)

Table 1. Comparison of computational efficiency

4.2 Articulation shape database
We thank the authors of [2] for making their articulation
dataset available to us and we list the comparison in Table
2.. To make a fair comparison, we use the same evaluation
methodology as in [2]. We fixed the bottom left point as
the starting point. Each shape is used as query shape and
the retrieval result is sorted by their similarity and
summarized as the number of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd similar shape
of the same category. From the comparison, it is clear that
our method outperforms both shape context and innerdistance features. And the error rate is only 1/3 of innerdistance from [2].
Top1
Top2 Top3 Top4 Total
of 40
of 40 of 40 of 40 Missed
SC+DP[2][3]
20
30
29
35
114
IDSC+DP[2]
0
6
5
13
24
DAS + DP
0
0
1
7
8
DAS + LM
0
0
1
7
8
Table2. Retrieval error on articulation shape database [2],
DP:Global Matching, LM:Local Matching

Method
Sharvit et. al[15]
Gdalyahu and Weinshall[9]
Belongie et. al[3]
Haibing[2]
DAS + DP
DAS + Local Matching

Top1
of 25
23
25
25
25
25
25

Top2
of 25
21
21
24
24
25
25

Top3
of 25
20
19
25
25
24
24

Table 3. Retrieval result on Kimia Dataset 1[15]

In Kimia’s first dataset [15], there are 25 images in 5
categories. Our method outperforms all other algorithms.

4.4 HSP, e-value and p-value
The e-value and p-value are used to evaluate the
significance of a HSP (see eq.2, eq.3, and eq.3). To
calculate K and λ, we collected 500 pairs of random shapes
of different categories from Kimia’s dataset. We fixed the
similarity functions of eq.4 and eq.5, and fixed the number
of feature points, i.e. the m, n of eq.3, and we use linear
regression to estimate K and λ using eq.3. We plot the
relation of ln E and S in the following figure and the
regression result.

Distance Type

Figure 4. The relation of S, the score of HSP and E, the expected
number of HSP, with fixed m=n=200.

Our explanation of our method’s advantage is that innerdistance feature, like shape context features, is a global
feature that has 60 feature values. Caetano [21] pointed out
that, out of all these 60 features, there are some features
more discriminative than other features. If the similarity
function (or distance function) treats all 60 features
equally, as in [2][3], the final similarity function might not
be as discriminative as it could possibly be obtained.

4.3 Kimia database
We also test our algorithm on Kimia’s datasets (Table 3),
which have been frequently used for evaluating shape
matching algorithms [2][3][4][10][15].

Figure 5. The relation of the score of HSP(S) and the p-value,
with fixed m=n=200.

4.5 Occluded shape recognition with p-value
We did the similar occluded shape recognition experiment
with Sebastian et al. [4]. We obtained the similar curve
with [4]. The advantage of our method is that we can give
the p-value of the matched shapes, which might be used as
a confidence level of the matching results. From the figure,
the original shape matches all occluded shapes with pvalue less than 0.01, which means the probability that the
original shape and occluded shape are two unrelated
shapes is less than 0.01.

Figure 6. Similar experiment as in [4], the difference is that we
have the p-value estimation. The blue curve is the matching
scores, the black solid line is the score 5.5 with p-value 0.05, and
the dash line the score 7.0 with p-value 0.01 (see Figure 5).

5. Conclusion
We show that our partial shape matching method, which
is based only on similar parts of two shapes, is robust to
shape variances, including rotation, scaling, and distortion
and improve the recognition rate significantly.
Future work includes augmenting appearance features
with shape descriptor for object detection; shape/object
indexing for fast retrieval, and learning-based shape/object
recognition.
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